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James Lodge 6 months ago
Can you please do a video on Zabbix Proxy and how to handle a failure whereby it triggers alerts for devices behind said proxy? How do you stop the cascade of alerts?

Rob wylde 5 months ago
Really starting to enjoy these videos. Keep it up. Thanks

Markus Fischbacher 1 month ago
Sound near perfect this time! Thumbs up

nil1377 2 months ago
Hi Dmitry, really nice video. Thanks for sharing - just one query like I understand, we need to upgrade all client agents as well at the same time once server is successfully upgraded.

Dmitry Lambert 2 months ago
Agents are backward compatible. You can upgrade them later, or don't upgrade at all.
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TIMESCALEDB EXTENSION IS A VERY PROMISING TECHNOLOGY.

IT WORKS WELL WITH ZABBIX AND GIVES SOME QUITE NOTICEABLE ADVANTAGES OVER RUNNING ZABBIX WITH STANDARD POSTGRESQL DATABASE.
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Zabbix helps us predict and scale our network, automate our internal process, simplify troubleshooting saving time and money.
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There are some methods for installing Zabbix with high availability. We decided to think out of the box.

Excited to show a Zabbix environment in Docker Swarm where enables high availability and scalability including between different regions.

Over 5k of hosts, 280k of items, 450 nvp5s.

#jlp #zabbix #grafana #docker #container #monitoring #python #api
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